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Made Too Pretty
As Cities Burn

I don t think Cody is even finished writing this song, but there are videos of
him on
playing it, and this is what s on the videos. some of the videos he plays
slightly
things  cause i think he messes up a few times in the song.. or maybe he just
hasn t 
how he wants to play it yet exactly.. the timing isn t right, but the chords
are. key: Bb
there s some time changes, watch out for that. oh and im sure i got the lyrics
wrong in 
part.. but i put what i thought i heard lyric-wise

   Db Fm
    ...
    Ab Cm
    we are somethin that youre not
    Db Fm
    as if you were made after we saw our own faces
    Ab Cm
    and knew we were gods enough.

    Bbm
     cause i think we were made too pretty
    Db Cm
    you caught us in a stare we cannot break
    Bbm
    we know nothing changes too slowly
    Gb Ab
    some day we might come down

    and we thoroughly say

    Bbm Db Cm Bbm

    Db
    we are your body
    Fm
    how do pretty men get so ugly
    Ab Cm
    how d he get all these spaces between each limb?
    Db Fm
    and if there s one thing bigger than my head
    Ab Cm
    that s the distance i ve been mislead.

    Bbm



     cause i think we were made too pretty
    Db Cm
    you caught me in a stare i cannot break
    Bbm
    we know nothing changes too slowly
    Db
    cause some day i might come down
    Cm
    and watch, im gonna come down

    Bbm
     cause i think we were made too pretty

    Db Cm

    Db Bbm
    and we
    Db Bbm
    dont need a god we
    Db Bbm
    dont see in ourselves
    Cm
    dont see we re in need

    Bbm
    cause i think we were made too pretty


